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We report the duect measurement of electron solvatlon tunes m methanol and ethanol. A plcosecond
a laser-trqgered flash lamp and a streak camera IS used to momtor the solvation process. The relationship
dynamics to dlelectrx relaxation. local hestmg. and pulse-radiolysls results are presented

1. Introduction
When low-energy excess electrons are UIJeCted.
tnto
a polar fhud [ I,?] , they become raprdly thermahzed.
These thermahzed
electrons are butrally locahzed m
shallow potentral wells formed by the surroundmg
solvent molecules. They are called trapped electrons, et,
and are charactertzed
by absorption
spectra with ma+
ma in the mfrared, a narrow ESR hne, and a sudden
drop m mobihty.
In the absence of a reactive chemrcal
channel, the surrounding
solvent dipoles reorrent themselves about the electron, deepening the potentral well
and leading to the formatron of the solvated electron,
e;. Sohated electrons are characterized
by absorptron
spectra with maxima m the vrsrble and a broadened
ESR hne.
The absorption
spectral changes takmg place durmg
the solvatron process have been followed experlmentally by pulse radrolysrs [3--5]- It was fist observed [3]
m cold alcohols that an mittal 1R absorption
gradually
shlfted mto the characterrstic
visrble e; absorption
band. Subsequent
room-temperature
prcosecond pulseradrolysrs data [4,5] shows that the decay of the
trapped electron at 1300 nm correlates wrth the
growth of the solvated electron at 600 nm. The solvatlon rate decreases as the alcohol vrscostty mcreases
since the molecular matrons mvolved m the solvatron
process slow down.
In thus commumcatron
we report prehminary
results
* IBM Graduate Research Fellow.
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techmque utihzmg
of the solvatlon

of the direct measurement
of electron solvatron m
methanol and ethanol, the relatronship
of the solvatron
dynan-ucs to drelectric relaxation, and a comparison
of
our work with pulse-radrolysts
results. In the work reported here the electrons are generated in the hquids
by the method of laser two-photon
ionization of the
solute molecules. Although picosecond laser spectroscopy has been used to measure the electron solvatron
rate in water [6], it was found m that pioneermg study
that the solvatton process was completed wrthin the
laser pulse width. The work reported here is the first
picosecond laser study on electron solvatron u-r hqurds
which IS not pulse-width hmited and thereby enables
us to extract the solvation rate constants.
The formation
of the solvated electron is monitored by the use of a laser-triggered
flash lamp and
picosecond streak camera. Th.rs technique 1s quite Ifferent from the variable delay and transmission
echelon
techniques whrch utdize one or more laser probe pulses
[6] _ These latter techmques require many laser shots
in order to yield the tune-dependent
absorptron profile,
whereas m our method the contmuous
time absorpuon
is obtained m one laser shot. In addttron, comphcatrons
due to coherent interactrons
[7] between laser pulses
at early tunes do not occur. It is also worthwhile
to
note the potential use of this system to obtam both
time and wavelength dependences
of the transient absorption signal in one laser shot.
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2. Experimental
The schematic of the experunental apparatus
shown in fig. I_ A mode-locked Nd3+-phosphate
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is
glass

oscillator generates a pulse tram from which a single
lIEMOOpulse is extracted and amplified to an energy
of ~15 mJ. The amphfied 1054 nm pulse 1s then frequency doubled in a KD*P crystal to generate a green
pulse at 527 nm. Further mixing of the 1054 run and
527 nm pulses in an ADP crystal generates a W pulse
at 351 MI. In this work the W pulse is used for excitation and the green pulse IS used both to momtor the
pulse wrdth, generally 6-8 ps and as a signal averaging
marker. The relative delay of the two pulses is adJusted
so that the green pulse IS ahead of the W pulse by

about 50 ps.
The hnacon streak camera IS coupled to an intenslfier. The sIgna is rhatized by a PAR optical multichannel analyzer which is mterfaced to a Digital Mmc
computer and a Kennedy 9000 tape drive. Time resolunon of the streak camera-OhlA
system is 5 ps. Streak
speed is cahbrated with an etaion. Linearity of the mtenslty response is checked m every experiment and

the curvature introduced by the streak camera-OF&A
response function 1s corrected in each shot_
The transient absorption is monitored by a lasertriggered flash lamp. This flash lamp is a modified version of the laser-triggered spark gap previously used
for electro-optic switching [8,9]. The output fIash has
a fwhm of about 100 ns and a rise time of 10 ns. This
probe pulse is collimated and focused onto the sampIe
cell overlappmg with the excitation W pulse. After
the sample cell the probe pulse, now containing information about the transient absorption change, is cdimated again and focused into the streak camera. The
probe wavelength is selected with a monochromator
or narrow-band filters. The timing between the triggering of the flash lamp and the streak camera is adjusted
so that the streak camera starts sweeping after the
probe flash reaches its plateau. The construction details and performance data of this flash lamp will appear elsewhere_
The observed absorption signal is the convolution
of the absorption signal, the laser pulse width, and the
resolution functron of the streak camera-OMA
systemThe solvation time IS extracted by an iterative convolu-
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Rg 1. Schematic of evpalmental apparatus
generatmg aystal.
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PC: Pockells cell_ SHG. seccnd-harmomc generating crystal. THG: thiEd_harmonic
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tron yreldmg the best least-squares fit of theoretical
curvz wrth experimental
pomts.
iui experrments
were carned out at 20°C. The pyrene (Aldrrch Chemrcal Co.) was puntied by recrystallization and vacuum subhmatton.
The alcohols were
distilled before each experiment.

3. Results

and discussion

Solutions of pyrene tn methanol and ethanol (2 5
X IO-’ M) are irradtated by a 351 nm picosecond laser pulse. Electrons
are produced u-r the aIcohols
through the two-photon
ionization
process [lo]
Py+l/rv+Py++e-.

(1)

Subsequently
the electrons ar2 trapped m the potential wells formed by the surroundmg
solvent molecules
and ulttmately
become solvated electrons
e-+e;

+e-. s

(2)

Smce the trappmg step IS much fastzr than the solvation step [4] the formation of e; should be exponential m tmle. In fig. 1 we show the growth of solvated
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electrons monitored
at 600 nm in methanol. The
growth curv2s are best fit with exponent&
having
rise times of 17 ps m methanol and 26 ps in ethanol.
The standard deviation of the theoretical
from the experimental
curves is 4% rn methanol and 6% in ethanol.
There is also a 5% maximum varratron m sweep speed
at the screen center of the streak camera. The ovzrall
uncertainty
m our solvatron trmes can therefore be
safely estunated as being less than the 20% hsted in
table 1.
Control experiments
were don2 to make sure that
pyrene escimer fluorescence
(emission
mriumum
~500 nm [ 1 I] ) was not mixed with the absorptron
srgnal. Pyrene radical cation, the other product of
photoionization,
has an absorption
maxrmum at 450
nm

[ 121

and does

not

show

sigmficant

absorption

at

600

nm. The St + S, transrtrons of the pyrene exerted
singlet state are known to he above 360 run 1131. Although the trapped electron has a rather broad absorptron spectrum centered in the near IR, it does not extznd mto the 600 nm regions srgmficantly
[4,14]. In
concluston.
the absorption
srgnal we observed at 600
nm IS due to the solvated electron.
In attemptmg
to correlate the electron salvation

IN METHANOL

EXCITATION

- 351 ix

PROBE - 600 t IO nm
RISE TIME = 17’3ps

12

PlCOSEClCHANNEL

F& 2. The formatlon of solvnted election III methanol. Sohd curve represents cxperlmental pomts and broken curve represents
theoretxal
pomtr The pre-pulse (fw hm is 8 channels) IS ahead of the elatation
pulse (not shown m the plot) by 52 channels. The
data shown here is the aberage of 10 shots.
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Table 1
Picosecond formation tunes of solvated electrons III alcohols at 293 K
Solvation times (ps)
picosecond laser

Dielectric relaxation times (ps) a)
pulse radlolysls

(thxs work)

methanol

ethanol

17+ 3
26 = 5

ref. [4]

ref. [S]

10.7 + 1
23 52

18* 2

71

72

73

_’
‘1

4

52
191

13
17

1.4
1.6

9.4
30

EO
13

a) ~1, rp and ~3 are the dlelectrlc relaxation tunes under constant external field. T\ and 7: are the corrected values of T, and Q

a~-

cordmg to 7; = T~c,_JE,~_ Values of E,~ and cl0 are either obtamed or extrapolated from ref. [16]_

times with the drelectnc relaztatron times of the neat
solvent one must consider the posslbriity that the introduction of an electron into the solvznt alters the cbelectric relaxation processes [4,15] _ Dielectric relaxation tunes are generally obtamed by measuring the
response of the system to a weak electric field. In the
presence of an electron the dielectric relaxation rate
of the solvent can be mcreased [ 1.51_ The corrected
dielectnc relaxation tune, r’, under the constantcharge approximation is grven by [ 151
(3)
where r, is the ith dielectric relaxatron time of the
neat liquid m a weak constant field, ~ii- is the hmiting
h&-frequency &electric constant of the ith dispersron regron 1161, and et0 is the limiting low-frequency
dielectric constant of the ith dispersion region. In alcohols the pi are mterpreted as follows: r1 is the time requued for the breakmg of mtermolecular hydrogen
bonds followed by reorientation of the molecule, r2
IS the reorientation time of a free monomer, and r3 is
the reorientation time of OH drpoles [ 16]_
It can be seen that our results (table 1) do not
closely agree wrth any of the drelectric relaxation
tunes, whether constant-field or constant-charge approtimatron. With our prehminary results we are unable to attnbute the solvation process to any one motron, and m fact cannot be certam the process is the
same for both ethanol and methanol. Interestingly,
the methanol result seems close to 72 whrle the ethanol
result is sirmlar to r;. However, the pomt of the comparison is that electron solvation may not be interpretable in terms of simple dielectric relaxation times. The
ranges of validity for the constant-charge and constantfield approximations are not experimentahy or theo-

ret&&y clear insofar as electron solvation is concerned.
The
solvation process may involve rotational motions.
translational motions and Iocaf structural changes. The
relative rmportance of these processes remains unclear,
at least for the alcohols considered here. For a thorough
discussron of various models of electron solvation the reader is referred to refs. [1,2,17-22]_
At this point the question arises as to why the pukeradiolysis and laser-photoionization results differ_ One
clear difference between the two methods is the very
large local energy depositron in pulse radiolysis. in this
latter method the secondary electrons generated by
the incident high-energy electron beam dissipate their
energy very rapidly through ionizations and excitations
(electronic, vibrational and rotational). The thersnakation process typically occurs within 1 ps after the initial ionization [23] . This sudden transfer of electron
kinetic energy to vibrational and rotational energy of
the surrounding molecules in a sufficiently small region
(spur) can cause a jump in the local temperature, accelerate the molecular motions, and thus increase the
solvation rate of the electron. The faster salvation rates
obtained in pulse radiolysis compared with our results
are thus consistent with this local heating model of
pulse radiolysis.
By comparing the puke-radiolysis data with the
picosecond-laser data we can make an estimate of the
spur temperature. It is found that the pulse-radiolysis
data at 261 K in methanol and 277 K in ethanol have
the same solvation rates as the corresponding rates
measured in our study at 293 K. This implies an ‘-effective” temperature jump of 32 K for methanol and 16
K for ethanol in the pulse-radiolysis experiments. Thus
these preliminary studies support the existence of a
significant temperature jump in the spur, a point of
I63
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lively contention [22,23] _(The result of KenneyWallace for ethanol was not used in the comparison
since she did not report a temperature-dependence
study. Her vahre, however, implies a greater temperature
Jump than does that of Chase and Hunt.)
It is interestrng to compare our temperature
estimate to that given by theory. Accordmg to Mozumder
[23] , the irutial temperature
Jump rn the pulse-radrolysis experrment,
assuming a spherical spur, relaxes in
time and space according to
T(r, t) = To(l

+ 46f/r$-1-s

exp[-r’/(rg

+4&t)],

(4)

where r. is the uutial spur radms and To is the inrtial
(maxunum)
temperature
JUmp
at the center of the
spur. The quantity 6 IS the thermal drffusivrty, defined
bY
6 = k/pCv.

(5)

where k is the thermal conductivrty,
p is the dennty,
and Cl, is the specific heat at constant volume. The
half-life time for the temperature
decay at the center
of the spur is
fl/Z = 0_147r$.

(6)

which for methanol is about 11 ps. Therefore processes
occurrmg within 50 ps could be affected consrderably.
In order to extract an “effective”
temperature
Jump
from the Mozumder theory (to compare with our expenmental
estrmate) we average T(r, t) at the spur center over the time required for roughly 90% of the solvatron dynamrcs to be completed.
Assummg the total energy deposited into a 20 A radius spur to be 30 eV
based on the estimates of Magee [24,25] and
Mozumder [23] one obtams an “effective”
temperature jump of 28 K for methanol and 16 K for ethanol.
Our estimates are consistent wrth these theoretical
predictions. However, we emphasize that these theoretrcal
results depend upon the values which one chooses for
the spur radrus and the amount of energy deposned
per spur. The agreement we have obtained thus quahtatrvely supports a model of small spur size and significant temperature
rise.
It should be noted that the effects of a local temperature jump should be most pronounced
for the
faster salvation process. This IS expected since the
local temperature
~urnp relaxes raprdly to the ambient
temperature and thus slower processes only experience
the higher temperature for a smaller fraction of their
164
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lifetimes. Since theory rndrcates [eq. (3)] that both
To and f ti2 are very cIose for methanol
and ethano1
we expect a larger effect for methanol, as observed.
Using the same arguments we can predict that as the
alcohol chain length increases, the solvation times
measured by pulse radrolysis and laser photoiomzation
should converge.
We are presently extending our measurements
to
the longer-cham alcohols as well as to different temperatures in order to achieve a better understanding
of
electron solvation m polar hqurds.
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